
 
 

 
 

SUMMARY 

KOMALA HERATRI. Analysis of Volatility, Loan to Value Policy and 

Macroeconomic Factors Against The Stock Return of Real Estate and Property 

Subsector in The Indonesia Stock Exchange. Supervised by SRI HARTOYO and 

TRIAS ANDATI.  

The global financial crisis in 2008 brought impact to the superpower country, 

the United States, starting from the fall of property sales, in fact the decrease in 

property sales also hit Asian region (Bisnis Indonesia 2010). Indonesia also was 

exposed to global financial crash in 2008, causing some firms in real estate and 

property in Indonesia Stock Exchange to file for bankruptcy. The crisis occurred 

because of the granting of loan to borrowers who are not credible leading to the 

bubble in the property sector. The property bubble is the situation where the 

property price increases unreasonably. Bank Indonesia anticipated the possibility 

of similar crises to occur by setting the limits of loan by publishing a loan to value 

policy. Terms of loan to value also aim to provide greater opportunities for the 

people with lower-middle income to acquire a proper home and to enhance 

consumer protection in the property sector. Information on the loan to value 

policy also exerts influence to the decision-makers, that is, investors in the 

property sector.  

The loan to value policy determines the amount of loan that can be granted 

by the Bank against the value of the collateral at the time of granting, with a 

maximum of 70%. The establishment of the loan to value policy also affects the 

property sector especially contractors or developers. The policy influences the 

company's performance in terms of housing unit sales volume that would affect 

the profitability of the company (Bei dan Shofwan 2015). The performance is 

affected by a decline in the demand of property that also leads to changes of stock 

price in the property sector. Housing stock price in Indonesia experiences a 

decreasing trend. Shares in the property field in majority decline sharply, 

exchange rate weakens up to Rp12,000 per dollar, followed with the increase in 

the interest rate these eventually outweigh the risk of failure in credit payment. 

Bank Indonesia raises down payment required for home loan since July 2012 

because the institution has noted a slowdown in the rate of property-related 

credits. The real estate performance declines along with weakening commercial 

property sales as the impact of the loan to value policy application. 

There are several macroeconomic factors affect the high return shares 

happened in stock prices that property. Several factors it is hard inferred factors 

what influential most dominant in return stock. Some the studies have carried out 

using a variety of macroeconomic factors as an increase in interest rate and 

inflation (Mardiyati dan Rosalina 2013), the money supply (Dritsaki dan Dritsaki 

2003), the exchange rate (Zan et al. 2003), and world oil price (Witjaksono 2010). 

Return stock influenced by a factor of macroeconomic outside their company and 

influence the rise and fall the company performance either directly or do not 

(Rakasetya et al. 2013). Sector property and real estate also influenced by 

macroeconomic conditions besides seen from volatility return shares high. Macro 

variable experienced fluctuations at every stretch out so it influences expand 
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investment. If macroeconomic factors changed good the decline in or an increase 

in will reflect return shares changed to a positive direction or negative.  

This study aims to: (1) Analyze volatility return sub sector property and real 

estate at the Indonesia Stock Exchange during the period of 2010 up to 2014; (2) 

Analyze the influence of macroeconomic factors and policies loan to value to 

return sub sector property and real estate at the Indonesia Stock Exchange during 

the period of 2010 up to 2014. The research uses descriptive and quantitative 

approach with modeling GARCH and VECM. The research is study the case 

against return sub sector property and real estate period 2010-2014. The period 

dummy used is period before the implementation of the loan to value policy 

(2010-2012) and after the implementation of the policy loan to value (LTV I: 

2012-2013) and (LTV II: 2013-2014). About 54 issuers property included in sub 

sector property and real estate and registered at the Indonesian Stock Exchange. 

Issuers used grouped to eight issuers with the big market capitalization, eight 

issuers with the market capitalization of medium enterprises, and eight issuers 

with the market capitalization of small. Samples of this research are divided into 

three groups based on market capitalization that is big cap, med cap, and small 

cap.   

The results of research obtained as follows: (1) JRPT and PUDP said to be 

not indicating the presence of significant volatility or none of the parameters of a 

model that significant so that there is no volatility model. A pattern the movement 

of the volatility return in small stamp inclined to fluctuate and very volatile from 

time to time, and show an absence of variation return stock that is relatively high. 

The results of the evaluation four model of GARCH, it is found that the best 

model to deal with a stock price by high volatility which is differed between each 

of the issuer. As a whole shares in each group of market capitalization of having 

volatility return except CTRS, BIPP and COWL having volatility return 

restrained; (2) In the short term,  return stock big stamp influenced by return stock 

itself and policy loan to value. Return stock med stamp influenced by return stock 

itself. Return stock small stamp influenced by return stock itself, inflation, interest 

rates, and the amount of money distributed. In the long run, return stock big stamp 

influenced inflation, the amount of money distributed, world oil prices and 

policies loan to value. Return stock med stamp influenced inflation, interest rates, 

the exchange rate, the money supply, world oil price and loan to value policy. 

Loan to value policy contributed different in each group market capitalization. 
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